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l 
_ This invention relates to improvements in lock 

ing devices and‘is directed particularly to an im 
proved adjusting and locking mechanism‘ de 
signed particularly for reclining chairs. 
A particular object of the present invention 

is to provide an adjusting and locking mecha 
nism of the character stated which can be easily 
and quickly released and locked by actuation of 
a single control lever. 
A further object is to provide a mechanism of 

the character stated comprising a, pivotally 
mounted bolt for actuation relative to a ?xed 
keeper bar, with a pivoted bolt actuator lever 
which not only functions to positively shift the 
bolt toward and away from said bar but also func 
tions to lock the bolt against accidental move 
ment when it is engaged with the bar and when 
it is disengaged therefrom. 
Other objects and advantages of the inven 

tion will become apparent. as the description of 
the same proceeds and the invention will be best‘ 
understood from a consideration of the follow 
ing detailed description taken in connection with 
the accompanying drawing forminga part of the 
speci?cation, with the understanding, however,‘ 
that the invention is not to be limited to the eX-' 
act details of construction shown and described 
since obvious modi?cations will occur to a per 
son skilled in the art. . - 
In the drawing: ‘ 

Figure 1 is a view in vertical front to'rear sec 
tion of a reclining chair showing the present in 
vention in operative connection therewith, the 
chair back and seat being shifted to full reclin 
ing position. ' -' 

Figure 2 is a detail view on an enlargedscale, 
of the locking mechanism in engagedgposition, its 
disengaged position being shown in broken lines. 
Figure 3 is a sectional view taken substantially 

on the line 3-—3 of Figure 2. p v - . 

Figure 4 is a view in frontelevation, on a re 
duced scaleyof a chairstructure constructed in 
accordance with the present invention, the upper 
part of the back being broken away. 
Referring now more particularly to the draw 

ing the numeral l0 designates one of the two 
side arms of a reclining chair, or similar article 
of furniture, each of such arms having the front 
and back feet II and I2 respectively. 
The numeral l3 designates the back which is 

pivotally supported between the two side arms 
for turning or swinging on a transverse axis ex 
tending across the chair at the rear upper part 
of the arms whereby it may be made to assume 
a substantially upright positionor a horizontal 
position, in which'latter'position it is shown in 
Figure 1. Such axismay be provided by a, cross 
rod l4 connecting the side, arms 10 together and 
passing through the seat back l3 as shown in Fig 
ures 1 and 4, or any other suit-able means may 
be employed for rotatably supporting the back. 
The numeral [5 designates a seat. This is piv 
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otally supported at its 
on pivots it, which are carried by suspension 
arms [1, which arms are set into suitable recesses 
l'la formed in the inner sides of the arms at the 
frontyofv the latter, to be positioned between the 
ends of the seat and the adjacent chair side arms 
10. , These suspension arms are pivotally suspend-H 
ed as at l8, from the chair side arms adjacent to 
the tops of the latter. _ 
While the seat suspension arms may be made 

to ‘terminate near the pivots [6, they are here 
shown as extending belowrthe latter, when the 
seat is in normal lowered position, and have se 
cured between them the heel pane I 9, which as 
sumes thev character of a front wall panel for the 
chair, between the side arms [0, when the sea 
is lowered, as stated. 7 ~ 
The numeral 20 designates a foot rest joined to 

the two side wings 2| which are each pivoted, as 
at 22, to one ‘side of the panel [9, whereby the 
rest may be swung to a position against the face 
of the panel [9, or to extend outwardly from the 
bottom thereof 'as desired. The back edge of the 
rest 20 has a stop plate 23 which limits the down 
ward swing of the rest as is readily apparent. 
The seat is coupled at each side, at the back 

edge, to the lower part of the back, by the two 
downwardly curved arms 24. Each arm‘ is inte 
gral at one end with'a plate 25 which is secured 
to'the side of the seat and the other end of the 
arm is pivotally coupled to the side of the back 
as at 26. Thus when the back is in normal 
position, the’back' edge of the seat will be drawn 
in against the front of the chair back as shown 
in broken lines, but when the chair back is swung 
on its pivots M the seat will move up and for 

_ ward until it and the back are in horizontal po 
sition'and in a common plane. 
The mechanism for securing the seat and back 

in different positions of adjustment comprises two 
units which are, the keeper bar 21 and the lock 

< unit 28. 

The keeper bar comprises a long, flat arcuate 
barbody 29 having a series of slots or notches 30 
cut‘ in‘ the convex edge thereof. At its upper end 
thebar is widened’to form a bill 3|, at the end 
of‘the' ‘convex edge, one edge of this bill leading 
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intothe last slot 30, as shown. 
"The keeper bar'unit 21 is ?xed‘ to the inner side 

ofbne'side arm in ‘by means of screws 32passing 
therethrough, and" through spacer washers 33, 
into the arm, as shown'in Figure 3. The lower 
end o'f‘the bar ispositioned to ‘be at the bottom 
edgeof the seat back when the latter is in nor-I 
malupright position, and? curves forwardly and 
upwardly so that-its upper end will bev near the 

‘ top of the seat when the latter is in its lowermost 
position. ' 
Fixed to the side of the seat, near the back 

edge‘thereof'and adjacent to the keeper bar unit 
‘ 21, is-the lock unit 28 which is designed for selec 
L tive'coupling with the bar at the notches 3!]. 

sides, and near the front, _ 
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The seat carrying lock unit 28 comprises a plate 
34 havingja mounting ?ange 35'which is secured,‘ 
as shown in- Figure 3 to the seat bottom so-that 
the plate 34 is in the plane of the adjacent side 
of the seat and is in spaced parallel relation with; 
the bar 29. 
In spaced relation to the plate 34 and between 

the latter and the bar 29 is a cover plate 36, held 
to the plate 34 by rivets 31 and spacers 3.8. 
Mounted between plates 34—36.to, swing on the 

pivot pin 39 is a bolt plate 40, which extends‘ 
downwardly and rearwardly to provide the lock 
ing bolt 4|, which terminates in the inwardly di 
rected lip 42.v This lip 42.. projects across the 
plane of the keeper, bar body 29=and is disposed 
so. asto .enter a. sl0t'30 when the bolt is swung 
up ‘toward thebar ‘body. 
Below and forwardly of the plate 48 a leaf 

spring 43 is secured upon a'pin 414 and bears at 
one end against the under. edgeof the plate 40 t0‘; 
constantly urge the latter to swing upwardlyrfor 
engagement of the bolt lip 42 with the bar body. 
The top edge of, the plate 40, near to 'the'pivot 

3,9,, is cut to provide a- semi-ellipticalrecessor 
socket 45, between two horns 46 and 41, the/pur 
pose of which. will hereinafter be pointed out., 
Below the lower horn “and rearwardly there» 

from is ?xed, between the‘plates 34—36, a stop 
pin 48 which limits the upward swing of-the vbolt 
4|. The down swing of the bolt'is limited by a 
similar stop pin 49, located ‘aboveiand forwardly 
ofthe pivot 39, and contacted by the terminal 
car 58 forming an extension of thebolt plate 40. 
Mounted on the pivot pin 5|, which’ is-posi 

tioned between the plates 34—36 rearwardly of 
the pivot 39 and in line with'the socket 45, is the 
bolt operating lever 52. The pivot pin 5| passes 
through thelower end‘ of this lever and the lever 
extends-upwardly across the adjacent side of the 
seat’ and carries upon its upper end, above the, 
level of the seat top, the knob 53. 
Thelower end of the lever 52 carries the for 

wardly directed short arm 54 which terminates 
in the forwardly directed, semi-circularhead 55, 
and the upper and lower, forwardly facing stop‘ 
shoulders>56 and 5'! respectively which coact rev 
spectively with the ?at ends of the adjacent horns ' 
“and 41. 
Thesocket or recess 45 is, as stated, approxi 

mately-semi-elliptical and has its-long axis sub‘ 
stantially vertical, while the lever arm head, is 
substantially semi-circular'and of a' size to posi 
tion entirely within the recess 45, together with 
one '' shoulder; 

At the outer end of each shoulder, is an out 
wardly bulging cam 58, which alternatelyr'engage, 
or work, in the socket in'the action of. disengag 
ing the bolt from the keeper bar and releasing 
it forreengagement therewith. 

Figure l'shows theseat fully, elevated, in which: 
position the bolt lip is engaged in the top keeper 
barslot- 38, while Figure 2i'shows- the bolt lip 
engaged in‘ a- lower‘ slot 30. As shown whenthe 
bolt lip is so engaged the lever arm head 55 is 
in'the top end of the recess 45 and the shoulder’ 
56> is opposed to an‘d'engaged by the horn 46. 
The bolt is thus locked against downward swing 
ing as'long as the lever is untouched. 

If the lever is swung forward to the position 
shown’ in broken lines the cam 58 below thevv 
shoulder 51 presses into the lower part of thelree 
cess‘t'o force'the bolt 4| down and release the lip 
421 from its slot and when the arm has swung to 
the“ position shown in broken lines the shoulder 
51 will engage-the end of, the lower horn 41 and 
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thus secure the bolt in open, or unlocked, posi 
tion. 
To return'the bolt to-locked engagement with 

the keeper bar a reverse pull on the lever 52 
will force the upper cam 58 against the upper part 
of the recess to reverse the operation. 
From the, foregoing it will be seen that there is 

provided‘ in the present invention a relatively 
simple, easily operated locking mechanism, which 
can bemade strong and durable and will be posi 
tive and reliable in operation. 

Iclaimr, 
1. In a reclining chair, including spaced side 

arms, a backv pivotally supported between. the 
arms,,a seat, a pivotalcoupling between the bot 
tom of the back andtheback portion of the seat, 
swinging suspension means for the seat between 
the front portion of the seat and the arms, by 
which theseat. is movable upwardly and forward 
ly. by and, uponthe swinging of the back from 
an upright to a horizontal position, an arcuate 
keeper bar secured to one arm between the same. 
and. the adjacent side of. the seat, a lock carried 
by the said side: of theseat and comprising a 
pivotedbolt positioned to follow. the curve of the 
barupon upand. down, movement of the seat, 
means for coupling the bolt' to the bar at selected 
positions along the latter, a lever pivoted to the 
seat, and-meanscoupling the lever to the bolt by 
which swinging of the lever eifects movement of 
the bolt into and out of- locking connection with 
the bar. 

2.. A~vlocking mechanism for coaction with a 
relatively- long‘ keeper. bar comprising a lock 
unit movable lengthwise'of the bar, a bolt plate 
pivoted onthe unit to swing on- an axis disposed 
transversely of the-bar, a bolt carried by said 
plate and having-means thereon adapted'for look 
ing engagement with the bar at selected locking 
means positions“ therealong, means facilitating 
the said locking-engagement of the bolt at select 
ed positions therealong, a lever pivoted on the unit 
adjacent to the plate, a recess in the plate, a head 
carriedbythe lever andlocsely engaging in said re 
cess, the lever when swung on its pivot from either 
of two positions'e?ecting swinging of the plate 
to shift the bolt relative to the bar, and coacting 
locking means between the lever and plate 
to secure the plate against shifting from its locked 
or from its unlocked position. 

3. Alocking mechanism as set forth in claim 2, 
wherein the said coacting locking means com 
prises a stop shoulder at each of two opposite sides 
of the head and an abutment surface at each end 
of the recessin the plate, one of said shoulders 
being in engagement with the adjacent abutment 
surface in the locked and unlocked positions of 
the ,bolt. 
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